Colloquium Attracts
600 Registrations,
Including 70 Profs

Gre~n field,

'69 Self Gov Head,
Seeks ·/nd!vidual Participation'
. By Susan Wa lker
"I am very interested in reorganizing
the whole undergraduate structure to allow
for more individual participation and responsibility, in the Quaker tradition,·
you might say,'' stated newly elected Self
Gov president Faith Greenfield.
Also chosen in last week's campuswide elections at Bryn Mawr were: Pat
Rosenfield, Undergrad ; Clarissa Rowe, curriculum committee; Sharon Werner,
Arts Council; Joyce Reimherr, Interfaith;
and Linda Evers, Athletic Association.
"Now that I know what went into running
Arts Council and what I didn't put into
it," said Miss Gr eenfield, " I am not
starry-eyed about Self Gov and what it's

College Young Dems
Rap 'Rebelrion' Bills
Pending in Assembly
The College Young Democrats of Penn sylvania condemned the State Assembly
bills on student rebellion at the first
state executive committee meeting under
new president, Bill Dowdall of Temple
University.
In an open letter to the ' Assembly, the
Young Democrats cited the probable unconstitutionality of the bills on the grounds
that in various sections students are placed
in double jeopardy of the law· students receiving state aid ar e discrimlnated against
by removal of that aid, in addition to other
penalties; and college administrators are
not allowed to decide whether or not to call
in the police. The decision is made by the
police themselves.
This condemnation essentially s upports
the position of Democratic Speaker of the
House Herbert Fineman, who with most
Democratic Congressmen, opposes the bill.
At present, Senate bill 227, which is the
one carrying jail sentences and fines, has
passed the Senate and is in the House.
The two House bills are still in committee.
Tom Gowen '71 of Haverford, the southeast Pennsylvania representative on the
state executive committee, announced that
the CYDs also resolved to support the
campaign to lower the voting age to eighteen.
According to Gowen the CYDs will also
• beginning in April
sponsor a speakers bank
that will enable the college clubs to bring
most of the state's Democratic leaders to
their campuses to speak.
State president Dowdall announc ed the
appointment of Br yn Mawr junior Joyce
Reimhe.rr as chairman of the s tate program
committee. Miss Reimherr plans to organize letter writing campaigns to the state
assembly on both the student rebellion bills
and the voting age bill. These programs
are of great importance since the legislators are currently deluged by mail favoring
the student rebellion bills. Miss Reimherr
also plans a conference on black power.
The Bryn Mawr and Haverford clubs will
meet next Wednesday night at Haverford to
select speakers and movies and to conduct
e!e crIons of club officers.' At present,
T
om Gowen '71 and Jon Delano '71 have
announced their candidacies for Haverford
~resident and vice-president respectively.
oyce Reimherr '70 is seeking the Bryn
Mawr club' s presidency.

going to be like. "
Her major goal as president will be
cooperation with Undergrad president Pat
Rosenfield in an " imperative" revision of the organization's structure.
"There has to be one, or Self Gov is a
meaningless organization.''
Redefine Self Gov
Her first concern will be a literal redefinition
of Self Gov. "I want to
extend the definition to include rules of
cont .uct, subject to change but always based
on an honor code, and to make Self Gov
responsible for supporting various campuswide issues in the form of a large open
forum such as the Colloquim, and small
research committees, with a strongly organized publicity system for both.' '
Such a reform would mean rewriting the
Self Gov constitution and would therefore
require a meeting of Legislature, hopefully this spring.
While working on the restructuring, Miss
Greenfield
stressed
that Self Gov
would keep informed on pressing campus
issues. ''This spring Self Gov will be
glad to help any ad hoc committees which
desire publicity or dialogue with the
opposition.' '
Clarissa Rowe, newly elected chairman of
the curriculum committee is anxious to
continue the work of her predecessor, ·
Pat Rosenfield: 'I think Pat's done an
excellent
job
this year." Already
initiated studies on the grading and exam

"Original Slaves" Sister Juanita and Sister
Karen will perform gospel music in a benefit
concert for the Gates Library in Ardmore
t his Saturday, March 15, 8 p.m. in Roberts.
See page 12.

.

About 600 members of the Bryn Mawr
community, including 70 professors, have
now registered for the March 11 Collo
quium.
The placing of participants in groups of
about 25 each has been nearly concluded,
said Colloquium organizer Judi Hurwitz this
week.
"Fran (Rainone) and those hard-working
committee members and I have been
scheduling the people who are participating
in the Colloquium, and let me tell you, it
was one hell of a job," commented Miss
Hurwitz. '"It was sort of a mathem?.tical
(Continued on page 9)

H'ford Exchange Deadline Extended;
Agreement With Vassar on All Points
Administrators Go
To Poughkeepsie

13 Applications
Already Received

" There are no points on which we do
not see eye-to-eye,' ' Assistantto the President Bruce Robinson said after a day-long
visit with officials of Vassar College on
the Vassar campus Feb. 26.
Robinson, along with Dean James Lyons,
Dean David Potter and Director of Admissions William Ambler, spent that day
(Continued on page 9)

The deadline for Haverford applications for exchange to either Smith or
Vassar has been extended, announced
Assistant
to
the President Bruce
Robinson last Wednesday. At )hat time,
Dean David Potter had received 13 applications: three to Smith, none to Vassar
and 10 to Sarah Lawrence.
(Continued on page 12)
Robinson said more applications to Sarah
Lawrence will be difficult to accept. He
said, "In a sense, the maximum number
Proposals for Revision in Haverford English Major
of applications will be determined by the
In the meeting of English majors last Wednesday, the following proposals were
minimum number of applicants from eiapproved. The suggestion for an introductory course 13a/13b will have to be discussed
ther of these schools,'' in order to maintain a balanced exchange. "We've pro by. the educational policv committee. The course VOfill be required only for English
bably reached the maximum with regard
majors. Bryn Mawr students will now be able to take one course a year at Haverford
to Sarah Lawrence," he continued.
for credit towards their English majors.
Robinson explained, "In the beginning, ,
The English ~epartment proposes , for discussion with present English majors,
we thought that the deadline, March 1,
the following suggested revisions of plans for concentration in English, these plans
to become effective with those students who are admitted to English major in April would have to be strictly adhered to.
But, as a result of consultations with
of this year.
1.
The details of each English Major ' s program of specialization will be · my personal counterparts at Smith and
Vassar, they have no objections if we
worked out with at least one member of the English faculty (and with the chairJconsider applications by our students after
man's approval) as a contract of academic work which the student will underMarch 1, clear them and forward them
take in his junior and senior years. The contract may be revised ·on consulto
the schools."
tation with and approval of the student and faculty concerned.
Robinson said, "My guess is that if
a.
The program will include one semester of introductory work in the
any applications are to get in over the
field (13a/ 13b), English 100, and at least 7 other courses relevant to adnext couple of days they would be most
vanced English studies.
likely to be accepted and cleared by the
b.
The student, in proposing his contract, is urged to seek some study
host schools, if those host schools were
in the literary tradition relevant to his special interests, and a variety in
Smith and Vassar. Vassar seems to have
critical approaches to that field of interest.
the greatest capacity to absorb male stuc.
As many as two semesters of study of a foreign literature in the ordents. They are fUlly committed to coiginal language or classical literature in translation will be accepted toeducation."
ward the English major.
Haverford students' · applications were
Normally the major in English will entail a concentration in English lit2.
mailed last Wednesday. Robinson received
erature or in American literature or, in cooperation with appropriate departsix mailed applications from Vassar the
ments, American Studies. Individual contracts with a consistent plan (including
same day. Most of the girls were freshcontracts in comparative literature) will also be given sympathetic considermen and sophomores.
ation.
Robinson said, "Either Mr. Ambler (Ha3.
The student's attention is called to the range and variety of types of litverford
Director of Admissions) and or I
erature and literary study which are offered in the English curriculum. In
substance there are courses which study various literary periods in depth, will be handling the processing of applications regarding girls.'' He conceded that
others which concentrate · on a major author or small group of authors, or
some applications might have to be rejected
inquire into a particular literary problem or a particular literary genre; in
in
order to preserve a balance in the exprocedure, courses variously involve lecture-discussion, seminar, project work,
change.
or independent reading. It is expected that the major in English will take advantage of this variety in offerings.
4.
The nature of the English 100 course to be offered will be determined
The Crypt is open to performers in
through an inquiry (in November of the senior year) which will consider the
humor and drama as well as all types
progress achieved by each student in the terms of his individual contract.
of music. If anyone on the Bryn Mawr
We propose a meeting in November of each academic year with all Eng5.
or Haverford campuses is interested
lish majors (and prospective majors) to discuss all English department courses
in performing he should contact Peter
proposed for the following year.
Hales (MI 2-9309, Barclay 207).

Crypt Talent Hunt
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Editorials
Priorities
'''''

Now that the election hoopla for the

'i ~~~~::~:~{f{~:i~:1f~~~~

\ qualities which are required to be
) elected are often totally different from
the qualities which enable a person lo
produce results.
Faith Greenfield, Stan Murphy and
Pat Rosenfeld have demonstrated their

••.•.•.•.••.•!.

~Ji?&~~~~~J~~~:~~

All Weekend
Ardmore Theatre: "2001: Space
Odyssey," 7 :00 & 9:00p.m.
Bryn Mawr Theatre: "Romeo & Juliet,"

scholarships not granted as rewards
for good behavior or right thinking,
but rather to allow men to learn to make

~?i~~~~~j]}~~ff~~f~~ Ihi~i~;~!~~i;~~;~~;::!:~ Su~:,~· j~~~f~l~:~,!~~:~
pendent policy decisions as to who is {
pursuing a "satisfactory" course of
study and may in certain cases even :·:·:·

:~~~:~e ra~~:.l a~:d~r:~~ui~~e~~:Se~~

•,.•,.•,.,',•.,::'.•

The Senate bill is the most dangerous of the three, for with its vague
and general wording it could easily
be employed as a catch-all measure,

:t:::::

p.m., Stokes Auditorium .
T.
. IC k e t s: 50 c .
Den b igh M.1xer, a t Den b 1g
. h , 8 : 00 p.m .
Co unci I pr esents th refe
underground films by Pro .
Ferrater Mora of B.M.C. , 8:00
p.m., Erdman - re fres h ments .
Rock Music Mixer, 9 :00p.m., Common

Pembroke Coffee Hour, 3:00p.m,
c . v . Naras1m
· han, Under Secreta"'
General of the United Nations
.,

Arts

::.,:

to speak, 7:30 p.m., the
Common Room of Goodhart
Hall.
Tuesday, March 11
" Ordet" - Film Series, 8:00 p.m.,

~~~::~~~::~:::: ::: II Sot~~~;·;t~~:,::::~=~:;~."~6~~g Th~~~:~; Mjt:D~7£~~::~~:~:~~

one of motivation and imagination. Self
••:: Gov and Undergrad must draw the stu-

1I.~~~l~~@~~~~~~!~~
I

::~~a;;:~iut~~:.ducation

and calendar

•••••
At Haverford, four major issues must
··· be dealt with. This administration must
1: provide satisfactory solutions to the

1~::~~~~·.:::,:~~;,:~(,~::~:?

I;~~~i~:;:t~1~:~~Ii~l~;~
:::::. student faculty relations (in terms of

,,,., of motivating people, for without . in-

}
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Student ·
Rebellion Bills

:::::
Predictably, members oftheGeneral
(: Assembly of Pennsylvania have jumped

I~~~ir~i~~~§~~~;

}• were not being taken so dangerously

·~ :!~~r:~:;:~~-~!;c~££':.~:~::
{ (je)ct,,to. cfuri mind~l pt robsecutionthanyo?e ~ho
· · a Wl1 11y 1surs,oro erwtsem-
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or any other person lawfully in a build -

Lafayette: Several students staged
a protest late last month when a representative of Dow Chemical Corp. visited
an<;! all other concerned students in {:
the campus. The protest was intended
specifically to protest the firm's production of napalm used by the govern1 ment in Vietnam.
North Carolina A&T University:

~~~~::.;lK~~E~£.~~ 1
write to their state representatives
opposing Senate Bill '227 and House

~~~;s~4

:i~il~~5 • bi~:

~~h:;:e~~~~

•t ~:c~~ps;;e~~,i;el::i:y :;:~e~~or: ~~:;~~~
••••: written pamphlet distributed on campus
·.·.·.
!!! has named the authors co-defendants in
a $250,000 criminal libel suit.
I
Washington:
The National Students

states.
If state politicians can be made to
realize that student rebellion cannot
be twisted to their own political advantage, then perhaps we can get down '') nautics Board (CAB) to abolish special
to the real business of solving the •·•: youth fares. The NSA announced also
it has retained the services of a counproblems that plague higher education.
/~· sel to prepare legal briefs and oral arThe solutions lie in the direction of
closer involvement in decision-making
by ail ·membEits of university communities, not in foolish and dangerous
legal maneuvering.

i i ~::to~i:~~~;~~~~i~~~ i~fwt~~ ~~e~lt~:~~=

Freshman Year

11

The statistics compiled by Prof.
Thomas D'Andrea on Haverford freshman orientation and this ·year's advising system ha ve a significance which
cannot be passed over by claiming that
these two institutions will undergo
drastic change next year. The real
question which mus t be answered is
whether the new formats will solve
more effectively than the old formats
did, the problems which D'Andrea has
diagnosed.
Any recommendation for a change
in Customs Week must find a way to
reach more people, to get them actively
involved, and to dispel a rather lukewarm feeling of being "rather satisfied. ' ' It seems clear from D'Andrea's ···

~*~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~

are worse than camels in tents." -Calvin Plimpton, President of Amherst.
This information was culled from a recent edition of the Smith College Sophian.
Quotation of the Week:
Gaylord
Harnwell (President of the University of
Pennsylvania) said the Penn sit-in "can
stand almost as a beacon right in the
middle of the smoky battlegrounds of
campuses today." See NEWS editorial

I
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y

ny •.. sc oo .

I

corre.cted is the significant number "''''

~::~~:~~~:~~~lb:~ofii~~d:~~~:~l~{~t
•••shall be liable" to · the same pen-

not doing the job effectively enough. ···
This weakness cannot be corrected by \

,,,., uca wna process ••. y means o vioH' lence, seizure of buildings, or molest:::.: ing of faculty members.'' House Bill
No. 135 would deny any state scholar:::: s hip aid to these same students.
Experience with a similar law on the
:;:·:·
federal level has shown that these
·.·
,.,,,, meas ures are unenforceable. And even
( were they enforceable, no court would
uphold them, for the last bill denies
equal protection of the laws to those
whose scholarships are removed--

teraction must be made continual.

'''''

~:2:~:~~YI.~~~~~;t:;1:~~ ~

ty interest and attention to this area. ;::::
Personal relations must be improved :::::
between the student and the faculty by
increased concern on both sides.

?

today, my fourth course has assigned
'malcolm x.'
o, riots and slums don't amuse the fair
sex-i'm longing for romance--old fashioned
amour- ·
a heroine classic, who's chased but
demured.
ah, where is jo march or
where's isabel archer?
o, i'd even settle for sleuth nancy drew,
and i miss natasha; i mourn her de~rture,
how i rue the day that i grew.
i know sbe' s a harlot,
but still i miss scarlett,
and vain becky sharp, and mylastduchess
too,
and innocent tes s, who succumbed to that
varlet,
and jane eyre, to lis t just a few.
today, only sordid accounts can have
charm;
no one will give romance a shot in the arm,
he r e on the mainline, o what do we see?
the triumph of heroine, spelledwithout 1e',
addictlvely,
applebee.

(2/25/ 69).
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heroines i have known and loved
(to the tune of "today, while the blossoms
still cling to the vine")
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-Viewpoint:
I\- NEWS Comment on Black Students
H11s White Vantale Point, Values
Friday, March 7, 19ti9

We question certain statements made in
the NEWS editorial of Feb. 25 concerning
the Haverford-Bryn Mawr Black Student
League. Those members of the Haverford-Bryn Mawr community who felt the
need to have some Black faces among the
demonstrators at Penn took it upon themselves to inform us that: ·
"missing from the coalition was the
support of the Haverford -Bryn Mawr .
Black Students League. They were
absent, and as it became increasingly
obvious, this was truly their fight."
NEWS' Position

We will comment on tne editors' conclusions about the significance of the victory for the urban poor later in this article;
first we question the NEWS' position as
press agents of white liberals to tell us
Black students what our fight is. It is not
1n the editors• prerogative to dictate our
position concerning Black people because:
{I) they are not tuned in to the needs of
Black people: (2) they establish their own
concepts of community control and Black
Power from the vantage point of their inescapably white value system and proceed
to use such baseless concepts as guidelines
in making ludicrously asinine statements
such as the one quoted above.
We would like to inform the editors of
the NEWS that the fact that a few community leaders (of questionable representation) were present on a quadripartite
commission and received (along with trustees, students, and faculty) review power
over plans made does not mean "a significant victory for the urban poor'' or
''a strong move in giving the Black com munity the power to determine its own

fate."
Manipulation

For too long, whites in this country have
attempted to manipulate and us e Black
people for their own ends. It is obvious
to anyone who is truly aware of the interests of Black people that these interests cannot be dictated by SDS or any
other white radical group. To say you
represent people's rights, and you fight for
people's right to determine their own fate,
yet turn around and form coalitions with
leaders who do not represent the residents'

The Bryn Mawr-Haverford College News

interests is to assume a pattern of be havior that is no different from that of
the racist institutions that you claim to
oppose.
Press Coverage

Did the editors of the NEWS respond
in a manner that is typical of national
press coverage of events involving Black
people? Did they not seem to be more
interested_in "Black action" than in as suming a sincere respect for Black interests?
Reference was made to "The raised fists
of Black Panthers linked to those of Herman Wrice'' as an example of "startling
solidarity." The editors obviously covered
what they wanted to see but failed to see
that the people of the community had been
relocated and their voices were missing
from the demonstration.
Community Control

The action at Penn was not a ''precedent
for future action" for Black people. We
are too familiar with situations in which
whites (SDS or federal government) move
in and define the Black community and its
Black Power base. we are tired of white
groups and organizations that overlook
Black people's interest and move in to hand
pick 'token" Black leaders andBlackcommunity power.
The Haverford-Bryn Mawr
Black Student League

light Comedy
The Bryn Mawr College Theater and
Haverford Drama Club will present a
revue of light comedy on Friday and Saturday, March 14-i5 in Goodhart Hall,
Bryn Mawr College. The propuction will
be directed by Prof. Robert Butman,
and will include Shaw's' 'Passion, Poison
and Petrifaction," Noel Coward's
f<Fumed Oak,'' Bridie's " The Ear of
Vincent Van Gogh,'' and A. E. Housman's
''Fragment of a Greek Tragedy.~'
Appearing in key roles · in the
production will be: Catherine Hopkins,
Peter Cole, Richard Miller, Julia Kagan, Judy Frisch, Marcia Biederman,
Michael A. Miller,AndyColbert, Valerie
Norusis and Bruce Lincoln. Tickets
may be purchased at the Goodhart Hall
Box Office.
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Student Rebellion' Bills as Proposed to State Assembly
Senate Bill No. 227

The act of June 24, 1939 (P. L. 872), known as "The Penal Code," is amended by
adding after Sect. 910, a new section to read: Section 910.1. Unlawful Acts in or
About Schools, Colleges, or Universities.--(a) Whoever wilfully disturbs, or otherwise
interferes with or prevents the orderly conduct of the activities, administration,
or classes of any public school or any college or university shall, upon conviction
in a summary proceeding, be sentenced to pay a fine of one hundred dollars ($100)
or undergo imprisonment not exceeding two (2) months, or both, with costs of prosecution. (b) Whoever, for the purpose of disturbing or otherwise interfering with or
preventing the orderly conduct of the activities, administration or classes of any
public school or any college or university, wilfully annoys, disturbs, taunts, assaults,
or molests any s tudent, employee, administrator·, agent or any other person lawfully
in a building of or on or about the grounds of, or in the immediate vicinity of such
public school or such college, or university shall, upon conviction in a summary
proceeding, be sentenced to pay a fine of one hundred fifty dollars ($150) or undergo
imprisonment not exceeding three (3) months, or both, with costs of prosecution.
(c) Whoever in the course of committing any of the acts· set forth in subsections (a)
and (b) above, wilfully conducts himself or herself in a lewd, lascivious or vulgar
manner by word or deed ina building of, or on or about the grounds of, or in the immediate vicinity of any public school or any college or university shall, upon conviction
in a summary proceeding, be sentenced to pay a fine of fifty dollars ($50) or undergo
imprisonment not exceeding thirty (30) days, or both, ' with costs of prosecution.
(d) Every person who shall counsel, aid or abet the commission of any or the offenses
~ of this section shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished as the principal
offender. Section 2. This act shall take effect immediately.
House Bill No. 74
Referred to committee on Law and Order, January 27, 1969. AN ACT Requiring
State-aided, State-supported and State affiliated colleges and universities, in order
to qualify as r ecipients of State funds , to dismiss all students who disrupt or stop
the educational processes of such institutions by means of violence, seizure of buildings
or
molesting
of
faculty members. TilE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
COMMONWEALTH OF PA. HEREBY ENACTS AS FOLLOWS: Section 1. All Stateaided, State-supported and State-affiliated colleges and universities shall, in order
to qualify as recipients of State funds, dismiss all students who disrupt or stop
the educational processes at such institutions by means of violence, seizure of
buildings or molesting of faculty members.
House Bill No. 135
Referred to Committee on Education, February 4, 1969. AN ACT Prohibiting the
making of loans or scholarship grants to students who disrupt or stop the educational
processes at any college br university by means of violence, seizure of buildings
or
molesting
of
faculty members. THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA HEREBY ENACTS AS FOLLOWS: Section 1.
No loans or scholarship grants from State funds shall be made to students who disrupt or stop the educational processes at any college or university by means of violence,
seizure of buildings or molesting of faculty members.

The students of Pennsylvania are faced with repression. In Senate Bill 227 and
House Bills 74 and 135, the state sanctions vague and unconstitutional /imitations on
the right to protest. Following the sit-ins at Penn, Penn State and Cheyney, these bills
will punish all demonstrators and prevent students, even those who are most orderly
and conservative, or highly positive like those at Penn, from voicing disagreement.
The social action committee, joining with students from all over the state, is
circulating a petition protesting this repression. We call on all students to sign it and to
take a stand with us. The passage of these bills has been called "probable" by the
Speaker of the House and unless students unite, we all face a severe curtailment of our
civil liberties.
Mindy Thompson
Lee McGeorge
Co-Chairmen SAC

Letters to the Editor
The followmg three letters were
submitted to the NEWS as campaign
statements for the offices of Alliance and
League. Due to a dearth of candidates last
week, the elections were postponed.
Rescheduled nominations, however,
closed too late for all declared candidates
to submit sta~ements. We regret this
unfair but unavoidable discrimination.

league Statement
To the Editor:

Having heard from many people at Bryn
Mawr about the need felt to participate
in some tangible , constructive activities, I
was amazed that the presidency of League
was considered a minor office. League
is one of the few orga nizations on campus
solely concerned with filling this need or it should be.
League should be respons ible for organizing projects which would commit
the Bryn Mawr student body to alleviating some of the social proble ms facing
the community. There a r e enough concerned students who followed the Penn
sit-in or have spent time in urban Philadelphia to validate such a commitment.
Initially, League must evaluate existing
Programs here and at neighboring
colleges. Cooperation would provide for
a few large-scale, more effective ones.
An in-class tutorial program seems more
effective than an after -school one, both in
reaching more children and alleviating
the major defect of the system - overcrowding.
This program. needs more
participants and ideally should be struc ~red within the tri-college complex, but
It also requires more time per tutor
and, hopefully, many who find academic

obligations overbearing could turn their
tutoring experience into a project course
for credit (e.g. Sociology 215b) keeping
within the framework of the League program .
Also, a program should be initiated at
Bryn Mawr to expose junior high s chool
students from urban Philadelphia to
college life, at least making them a ware
of it as a future possibility. League
now sponsors worthwhile projects at or phanages and hospitals which should be
better publicized, but these are sm all
and isolated.
The time has come for the student
body as an entity to take on some s ocial
responsibility. Someone cynically commented that most of us at Bryn Mawr
are "programmed for idealism." League
can channel some of this idealism with
constructive results, using it to overcome
much of the frustration or conversely,
the ''philosophical do-gooder" attitude
which has ruined so many efforts.
Lisa Lyons '72

league Statement
To the Editor:

For me, the primary value of League
lies in its potential for exposing Bryn
Mawr s tudents t o situations which they may
·not have encountered before. Thus, the
students may gain first -hand acquaintance
with some of the social problems that
abound in our society. And in the process
of working to ameliorate the impact of
these problems, one may get to know
people who 1are, for the most part, from
radically different backgrounds. With this
major objective ·in mind, I'd like to propose
three ideas for League to consider:
1. A reappraisal of existing League

programs. After sprmgvacatwn, questionnaires should be distributed to all the students who signed up to work with League
and/ or worked in a program this year.
Such questionnaires would be helpful in
trying to determine why students drop out
of programs, which program should be
continued, how existing programs can be
improved, what new programs should be
s tarted, and which people would be good
candidates for heading each program.
2. Starting a new program which would
involve Spanish-speaking students with the
Puerto Rican community in Philadelphia.
This community is growing steadily and is
encountering many adjustment problems. A
League program in this area could help
the community, could expose Bryn Mawr
s tudents to urban Puerto Rican culture,
could give students who know some Spanish
an opportunity to practice the language
and could encourage Latin American students on campus to work with fellow Latin
Americans.
3. Starting a program which was
conducted at Haverford College last year
and which was discontinued due to lack
of funds. Participating high school students
came from Philadelphia to meet with Haverford professors and students once a
week. Each Saturday morning, a professor
lectured or led a discussion. After lunch
there were s mall group discussions led
by College students. The program was
quite successful: about 30 high school
students attended regularly; and twoofthe
participants came to Haverford while one
came to Bryn Mawr this year.
Such a program could provide intellectual stimulation for all the participants.
It could, for some, supplement the education offered by the Philadelphia school
system. And, it would be a means of
tapping the !riner city (especially the

black and the Puerto Rican communities)
for qualified students who may later be come interested in attending Haverford and
Bryn Mawr.
In addition, League should be flexible
enough to respond to emergency situations.
For instance, if the Philadelphia schools
were to close down this spring, League
could serve as a liaison between Bryn
Mawr students and community groups who
are organizing to teach.
Aida Wasserstein '71

Alliance Statement
To the Editor:

Nominations for Alliance for Political
Affairs president were held last week.
However, because of the small response,
nominations were reopened for another
week In fairness to the new nominees I
will not present my platform in its entirety. But I will state a few points which
I feel will help Alliance function effectively
in the coming year.
Alliance should help a student gain open
channels for being aware of the why and
how of the major political issues effecting the nation and the campus. This is so
she will not merely intellectualize about
political theories and issues for academic
exercises, but so she can look at the
empirical evidence on how to initiate or
prevent action. We need discussion and
action.
Alliance should obtain noted speakers
who are involved in the issues of today.
Alliance should set up reserve shelves
of primary source literature on the political and social issues which the speakers
discuss and in which the social action
(Continue d on page 8)
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Viewpoint:

March

4 Movement Raises Questions About Science, State

By Margery Davies
"March 4 is a movement, not a day."
In a limited sense, that movement is about
the responsibilities of the scientist in
modern society; in a broader sense, it is
about the responsibilities of all intellectuals
in that society.
The movement raises many questions,
and posits a few answers. Should a scientist
take responsibility for a discovery he helps
make: does Enrico Fermi have the right to
say NO if he sees that the U.S. is planning
to use nuclear fission to bomb Hiroshima
and bring a quick end to the Pacific theater
of World War II? Should a scientist refuse
Department Qf Defense funding, albeit for
"pure" scientific research, if he thinks
that the Vietnam war is morally wrong, or
that allocating over 60% of the federal
budget for defense is, at best, a bad idea?
Choice for Planners
Should a city planner refuse to work on
projects which would replace slums with
middle-income housing, choosing instead
to work out viable means of building livable
low-cost housing to replace those tenements? Should a political economist content
himself with merely criticizing the System,
or should he stretch his brain a bit further
and try to work out more palatable and
workable forms of organization?
Some answer yes to all those questions.
Some answer no, arguing that the scientist's,
or the intellectual's, main responsibility is
to research for the truth: what other men
do with that truth is no concern of his qua
scientist.

But others see the problem as much more
complex. Such as the biopyhsicist studying
nerve impulses, crucial investigation of
how the brain works: his work could lead
towards the medical cure of mental illness,
or towards the s ubtle annihilation of an
"enemy" through literal brainwashing. How
is he to know for what purpose his discoveries will be used; how is he to know
whether or not to continue them?
People Talking
People were talking about these questions
on March 4 at Haverford and Bryn Mawr.
The previous evening, Professors Sara
Shu mer, Richard Bernstein and Ariel Loewy

Dorm Exchange Survey
The Haverford half of the bi-college
coeducation committee (Dean James Lyons, Assistant to the President Bruce
Robinson, Bill Ingram and Jon Fein)
will distribute a questionnaire to Haverford students which will, in part, seek
approximations of the numbers of
Haverford students who would live at
Bryn Mawr in a dorm exchange.
Lyons said, "We'll try to set forth
some of the questions that students
should consider." He added, "We really
have to have a statement of intent that
you can count on -- and further, the
poll, we think, will draw forth questions
and areas of consideration that our
committee may not have thought about."

Viewpoint:

BMC Should Allow Growth;
Must Deal in Terms of People
By Ryan Hill
Do we face what Bryn Mawr is? Is
Bryn Mawr the choice of an academic life
to the exclusion of other commitments?
The disaffection at Br}rn Mawr is demonstrated by the Senate controversy. Students
are ignorant of how Senate works. They
are afraid of a power that is so removed
from them. They believe they are forbidden to appeal their cases before Senate,
appalled that students often don't know their
cases are being reviewed.
Actually, while there is no precedent,
there is no rule against this. Students
are locked in conflict. They don't want to
be anonymous.
They don't want to be
absorbed. Letting grades speak for them
reduces them to four figures on a card,
but they are afraid of communal knowledge
and impending involvement in their lives.
The line between concern and paternalism
is so fine . Disparateness grows.
Alone, students are here. Admissions
are primarily academic. Admissions are
girls.
Students are independent of one another.
Dorms break up the College and the speed
of meals, the only communal dorm activity
further disassociates individuals.
'
Organizations? Academics cripple some.
Active participants may be dilettante carryovers from high school or people solely
on their own. Valid individual activity
off-campus in no way creates collective
consciousness.
Community?
The College never gets
together as a whole. Speakers are brought
sporadically.
Publicizing of events is
ineffective. There is little contact among
students, faculty and administration outside
of class and a few impersonal appointments during the year. What activities
create mature human relations at Bryn

Bus, Free Pizza

The heads of the social committees
at Bryn Mawr and Haverford, Jean Eros
and Bart Craig, have been working together on several new ideas. Starting
tonight, a bus will run roughly every
15 minutes' from Roberts to Pem Arch,
from 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. Friday and Saturday nights.
In the Crypt tomorrow night, Sandee
Dollar will sing, the Bubble (formerly
the Electric Eclectic) will play, and the
social committees
two
Colleges'
will offer free pizza from about 9:30
p.m.
"We hope that girls will feel free to
just come over on the bus, have some
pizza, listen to the music, and stay in
the Crypt to meet people,'' Criag said.

Mawr? One girl said, "Don't ask me,
I've died, don't you know how many deaths
there are at Bryn Mawr?"
We create Bryn Mawr. Criticism of
Bryn Mawr is criticism of ourselves. We
can push for admissions based solidly on
,creativity and coeducation. We can push
for a more flexible, progressive curriculum.
A quotation from the widely cir.culated
"Cass and Birnbaum's Comparative Guide,
to American Colleges:'' "Pressures for
academic achievement intense. Despite
extremely capable student body, demands
of college so severs that few can coast
during freshman year. Academic standards also so high students desiring to
enter graduate school are inhibited fro-n
experimenting with interesting elecU- _, for fear their grade point average ' 11
suffer.
Result is student agitation :lo·
pass -fail marking for electives at least .••
Emphasis on scholarship may make college
atmosphere difficult for students with less
than high academic motivation."
.
Improve Decision-Making
.
We can improve and speed up the decisionmaking process of students and faculty,
including the Senate by developing more
personalized and effectively distributed
questionaires about issues that arise.
Areas in which the physical plant at
Bryn Mawr could use improvement
include a student union and a communal
dining hall.
Bryn Mawr should examine it's relationship to the surrounding communities and
the graduate school. It should be clear
to all undergraduates that they can, if
qualified, take courses at the graduate
level during their four years at Bryn
Mawr.
These serious innovations could serve
to replace Hell Week and some of the
other traditions.
Bryn Mawr does not
have to prolong adolescence, it can allow
growth.
People have asked for a day to talk
about Bryn Mawr because she may be
sinking. A proposal has been made that
there be such a Colloquium day twice
a semester where people can bring up and
get moving on relevant issues.
Activity here is largely talk. The day
is just for talk. Spirit must be generated
and proposals must be made that can be
acted on immediately, One such proposal
could be abolishing the two language
requirements.
We must face the hunger at Bryn Mawr.
We must face it not in terms of students,
administration and faculty, but in terms
of people.

(not to mention a few notables in the audience) led a panel discussion about the
relationship of man to his environment. On
March 4, many classes were devoted to
similar discussions; Ralph Lapp, author of
"The Weapons Culture," spoke at Penn;
"Defense and Domestic Needs: Contest for
Tomorrow," a film, was shown at Collection.
Rendered Speechless
That film rendered me, for one, speechless. It transmitted its message -- the
absurdity of bloated defense spending -- in
the first five minutes, and went on relentlessly for the next hour and more. The
horror of a submarine plowing along like
a sleek, black phallic symbol ; of the junior
ROTC in a high school in Texas; of Mendel
Rivers saying he couldn't believe anything
ANY Commie said; all thatfascinatedme-1 wanted to leave but I couldn't. Every so
often the image of a Vietnamese woman

rolling in napalm from "Loin de Vietna ,
flashed in my mind. I wanted to throw rnUp,
Vomit No Solvent
But vomit won't dis solve the "milita
industrial complex." What would be a
more effective would be for scientists~
get themselves together and start refusin'
to carry defense contracts or do war re'
search. Fo~ scient.ists and technocrats are
an
ever-mcreasmg and ever-more.
important sector of American resourc
and raw material. If that raw mater~~
were to refuse to cooperate with a syste
it deemed immoral, then maybe the syste~
would actually change,
If all the scientists at MIT, Penn and
Cornell were to lay down their test-tubes
indefinitely, the government might begin to
cooperate with their ideals. And that, !suppose, is a large part of what the March 4
movement is all about.

r;·

SDS Sponsors City Camp aign
For Education, Jobs, Ho using
By Kathy Murphey
Members of Haverford-Bryn Mawr SDS,
along with members of national SDS and
the SDS Labor Committee from other Philadelphia area colleges, are now planning
a campaign with city high school students
to work for an improvement in the condition of education, jobs and housing
in Philadelphia.
An area-wide meeting to discuss this
campaign in detail will be held at Houston Hall, University of Pennsylvania,
2 p.m., this Sunday.
Plans for the movement of high school
and college students grew out of the Penn
sit-in. The concern of many students at
the sit-in with the decay and shortage
of housing in Philadelphia led to an aware ness of the scope of problems affecting most people in the city. Students
felt that by joining with high school s tu dents they could challenge the crisisstate in the Philadelphia school system,
and they could a lso begin to work on other
city problems.
First Focus Overcro wding
The first focus of the high school campaign
will be intense overcrowding in the high
schools. At Germantown High, several
classes are taught simultaneously in the
school gym, being divided only by chicken
wire. Many high schools are on triple
shifts. Dropout rates are high. The school
board has stated that 33 new schools are
'needed to meet at least minimum teaching
' ·"·' classroom standards. To help solve the
prob.lt: m of overcrowding, the high school
campa~r:. -' demands the construction of 33
new sch .-,;s.
The sec, ' d focus of this movement will
be the nature of the jobs and lives fo~
which the high schools are preparing their
students. This is a broad focus, dealing
with the broad social context of which the
crisis in education is a part. The high
school campaign will begin to point out
that job opportunities are limitedinnumber
and inadequate in nature; that unemployment, especially for youth, is

increasing, that many available jobs pay
barely minimum wages and Involve semiskilled manual labor.
The shortage of pr oductive jobs for
high
school
gr aduates is related
according to spokes men for the campaign;
to a lack of new, useful production and
productive investment in the city. They
point to the housing shortage In Phila·
delphia as an e xample of this lack
of useful production.
During the Penn s it-in, many students
rea lized that the destruction of housing
by UCSC expansion hurt those forced Into
overcrowded, high-rent dwellings because
of the housing shortage .
Increasing Real Estate Profits
Research on the housing situation revealed increasing real estate profits
because a decrease in the supply of bous·
ing
caused
incre ased rents. Real
estate interes ts speculate in housing, rather
than construct new housing. This lack
of construction depresses the building
trades industry.
A third demand of the high school
campa ign is the construction of low cost
hous ing to r elieve the housing shortage
and to create new jobs . This demaoo
unites high school students with other
oppressed elements of the city population.
The campaign will insist that the Improvem ents be financed by private and
public funds, such as speculative invest·
ments.
Students initiating the campaign realize
that even a good high school education
is insufficient to train people for the
highly skilled and cr eative jobs that are
created by technological progress. The
demands for a paid college education for
working class s tudents , for open admissions policies and re medial programs
for "risk" students will improve higher
education in America.
Those intere<>ted in working on this
campaign should see Nancy shapiro in
Erdman, Anita Gretz in Pembroke, Kim
Blatchford in Denbigh, Kathy Murphey or
Nancy Mautner in Rhoads .

1

Letter From Quaker Group to Presidents
The following is a letter sent Tuesday, Feb. 25, to Haverford President John
Coleman and to Bryn Mawr President Katharine McBride from Lawrence Scott of A
Quaker Action Group concerning the Colleges' responsibilities in the larger
community. AOAG is a radical Quaker organization based in Philadelphia.

Dear Friend,
All of us are aware of the tremendous injustice which establishment of the University City Science Center and related institutions has caused -- both for the thousands
of area residents who were directly dislocated, and for the surrounding communities
which have faced increased crowding and higher re nts as an indirect result.
We are e:rateful that the University of Pennsylvania has fi nally taken a first steP
toward living up to its responsibility in connection with the ha rm already done, and
establishing the basis for a more sensitive relationship with neighboring communities
in the future. We trust that (Haverford/ Bryn Mawr ) College, as an institution connected with Friends, will now be moved to take a similar step in this direction.
Specifically, we would urge (Haverford/ Bryn Mawr) to devote its full efforts during
the coming months -- through its voice on the Science Center board of trustees,
and through direct assistance in raising capital funds -- to ensuring that the promise
implicit in the Penn Trustees• agreement is really fulfilled and low cost housing
units actually built in Area m for as many low income fa milies as at all possible.
It is our de ep concern that the actions of Friends-related institutions like (Haverford/ Bryn Mawr) will reflect and grow out of the basic values which Friends have held
to be so essential in human relations, over the past three hundred years.
Yours in peace.
Lawrence Scott
A Quaker Action GI'O!IP.
'
' -
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Do you believe I read my own
newspaper? Thank you, it is quite
enough to write it.
-Charles Fechter-James O'Neill

BMC-Princeton Cast
~huns Modernization
In Staging 'Alcestis'
By Jay Hoster
A sparkling performance of the '' Alcestis" of Euripides was given in Erdman
last Saturday. Directed by James Mccaughey of the Bryn Mawr Greek department, the cast featured Princetonians and
Bryn Mawrters.
The " Alcestis" was given as a reading
with the actors in formal attire, yet many
plays produced with full costuming and sets
would be hard-pressed to match the dramatic quality of this evening of Euripides.
The only attempt at "modernization'' was
in calling the production "The Cocktail
Party,'' based on the fact that T.S. Eliot
once admitted that his play of that name
was based on the "Alcestis." Yet this
touch proved unnecessary since the text
translated by Prof. Richmond Lattimore',
stood very well on its own.
Rollicking Comedy
The "Alcestis" combines high tragedy
and rollicking comedy. Admetus, the King
of Thessaly, has been on the verge of
dying,_but Apollo has made an arrangement
with the underworld that someone else can
die in Admetus' place. His father and mothe r
both refuse him, and he must turn to his
wife, Alcestis, who agrees to die that her
husband might live.
Wayne Bell played Apollo in the opening
scene of the play with just the right touch
of cocksuredness. Tom Connell in the role
of Death brought forth that character's
horridness.
Death is not at all a respectable figure, but more of a usurper
Melissa Burns as an attendant of Alcesti~
proved effective in a scene in which she describes her lady's simple virtuousness in
facing her end.
McCaughey had the role of Admetus
while Jane Wilson was Alcestis. Miss
Wilson was able to portray the quiet confidence of her character, while McCaughey's
playing of the nervous , almost desperate
Admetus was, for the most part, effective.
In this early scene there were times when
he seemed to be investing the role with
too much of a quasi-Shakespearianpassion
but this may be the problem of a high!;
lyrical scene. For the rest of the play
there was no place whe re one could suggest
that McCaughey might have been overacting.
Blustering Hero
Heracles brings with him some very funny
scenes, and Donald Ma thison played the
blustering hero to perfection. Heracles
notices the house of Admetus is in mourning, and is hesitant about visiting it, but
Admetus assures him that the woman who
has died is not of his immediate family.
Unwilling to doubt his friend~ Heracles goes
ahead and has a good time.
This is described to the audience by a
waitress, played by Lucia Nixon. The servant would genuinely like to grieve the death
of Alcestis, and finds it quite annoying
to have to put up with the drunken antics
of Heracles.
Then Mathison, with tie undone and staggering step, r eturns, for Heracles has
his own complaint to make: he dislikes
surly servants. Mathison here was into his
role beautifully, providing a good contras t
to Miss Nixon's solemnly sober characterization of the waitress . The comedy of the
scene was felt quite deeply by the audience.
Eventually Heracles learns of
the fate of Alcestis, and he dete rmines
to wrestle with Death for Admetus' wife.
. 1n the meantime, Admetus has had arunm with his father Pheres. The father has
some gifts that he would like to contribute
to A.icestis' grave, but Admetus finds hiE
sympathy is too late. Shortly their
POsitions become clear· Admetus blames
Pheres for his stubborn~es s in refusing to
die at his age, while the father sees that he
has as much right to live as anyone else.
As far as dying for one's son goes to Pheres
"It's not Greek!''
'
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Peter Joyce as the father brought out
much of the comedy of the role. It is a
difficult scene, and J oyce was not as
consistently comic as Mathison in Heracles' drunken scene . The end of the
conversation between father and son was
particularly well done, however, with Joyce
muttering the pieties of Pheres and McCaughey writhing in agony at hearing words
which in one sense are quite correct and
in another horribly wrong.
Heracles · keeps his promise, and presents a veiled Alcestis to Admetus. Heracles at first tells his friend that he won
the woman at some games, and asks Admetus to take care of her while he is on
assignment in Thrace. Admetus does not
want to accept, but then with his back turned
he holds out a hand which the lady takes.
Heracles then states "Your grief is over
now.' '
Throughout the play, the chorus, which
was composed of Marie-Henriette Carre,
Cynthia Shelmerdine, Barbara Anne Wester, John Batchelor, Richard Moran, and
Rush Rehm, provided a good background•

Plays by Pinter, Guare at TLA
'Entertaining, Unconventional'

By Dennis Stern
The cast was flawless. Particularly good
Harold Pinter1 s 1 'The Collection" and was Michael Procaccino as Bill, whoneatly
. John Quare's "Muzeeka, '' the twopla,ys now glided around the stage and coolly played
at the Theater of the Living Arts, provide with his words.
"Muzeeka' ' went even further than "The
both an entertaining and an unconventional
Collection" in ignoring conventionality. In
evening of theater.
the opening moments of the play the audience
Both plays are given excellent performances by the TLA's company. What makes is presented with the main backdrop, featurthe experience most worthwhile is that ing an immense nude woman with a wind-up
neither of the authors is constrained by key emer ging from her chest. Stage left is
a rock group, The Jellow Buzzard. Transtypical dramatic forJ;Il.
The first half of the twin bill is "The itions from scene to scene are performed
Collection." In this plaY" Pinter examines by stagehands resembling three of the Marx
.
interrelationships among both a homosexual brothers.
In
the
no~-play
pr~sentatio~
.its~lf the
and heterosexual couple. Pinter' s nearly
Poetic dialogue constantly points up the show revolves around Jack Argue, a rosyinability of people either to tell the truth cheeked man who spends a good deal of his
time confiding in the audience. Jack is greator to perceive it.
ly troubled because he is unable to find
Working to Escape
his place in the world, but he has a vision.
Millennia Review~
Pinter, in most of his plays, seems to He will become influential in Muzeeka
be working to escape the, confines of the Cor poration of America (a Muzak type comtheater. Usual elements such as motivation pany), and by piping his sounds in everyand r esolution are not part of a Pinter where he will gradually develop his kind of
play. The audience, frequently puzzled, mus t world.
subme r ge itself into the totality of the work,
Evokes Pity
r ather than sear ch for explanations.
In ''The Collection'' Stella, a sleazy blonde
The play, which was one of the best of
clothing designer, tells her husband, James,
last year's Off-Broadway season, proved to
that on a recent business trip she had an be both funny and tragic. Brendan Hanlon,
affair with Bill, another dress designer. who played Jack, evoked just the right
By Stefani Schwartz and Stanley Walens
And she has described her antics to him amount of pity while groping for his spot in
society.
The Temple University Percussion En - in fullest detail.
James seeks out Bill for a verification
Ronald Roston, who played Harry in the
se mble, directed by Charles Owen, prePinter play, did a fine job of directing the
sented a program of contempora'ry works and explanation, and soon becomes a friend
Guare offering. Holly Haas' setting was
at Haverford last Sunday afternoon. The of his. This upsets Bill's rooll)ate, Harry,
most amazing, including a highly functional
concert was sponsor ed by the Haverford however.
The staging by Denni s Rosa was nearly
bed which easily converted into a bunk bed.
College Friends of Music.
The blaring incidental music provided by
The group, composed of students from perfect and highly imaginative, Holly Haas'
The Jellow Buzzard was effective, though
Temple' s College of Music, designed the set was very effective. Jim's flat was placed
certainly not significant.
concert to introduce the vast possibilities upstage fr om Harry' s house, permitting
These two plays will be at TLA, 334
of percussion sounds to the average con- the pantomimed action in one of the two
South St., Philadelphia, through March 23.
center goer.
Unfortunately, due to an rooms to offer a good contrast to the main
overemphas is of a very limited style of activity in the other.
composition, they fell short of their goal,
and the wealth of the percussion repertoire re mained untapp~d.
The lack of
sonic variety inherent in t)le works performed was underscored by generally un interesting, and hence, lackluster, readings.
The instrumentalists p!ayed with sufficient technical skill, but they were distinctly lacking in musical finesse, which is
so basic and necessary to their idiom.
Only one or two of the musicians evinced
any knowledge of the peculiar qualities of
any one instrument, a knowledge as requis ite to the playing of percussion as it is
to the mastery of strings or woodwinds.
The results were frequently unbalanced
melanges of sounds and inconsistencies
of style. This was most eyident in pieces
transcribed for percussion ensemble. Virtuoso technique and subtleties of instrumentation were rendered unimpressive and
meaningless by the superficiality of musical
interpretation.
However, 'in a few places the group was
able to realize its potential and imbue the Members of the Temple University Percussion Ensemble at a recent concert in the
music with the life anddirectionsourgently Haverford Common Room, Stanley Walens and Stefani Schwartz comment that the group
"fell short of their goal."
··· ·
needed• .

Percussion Ensemble
From Temple Plays
Contemporary Works
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Millennia Review:

Class Night Upset: Sophs Win;
Swan Takes Best Actor Again
It is surprising that the sophomores did
not capture either the best actor or supporting actor awards with sparkling performances by Smith and Miller in the
lead.c; and Jacobson and Schwartz in the
second<try roles.
The freshmen loosely based their production on Shakespeare's jolly fantasy, "The
Tempest." Ken Ludwig, who wrote and
directed the script and composed the music,
presented an elaborate and polished show.
Though the actual story was slightly confusing, the quality of the ·offering easily
surpassed the juniors and seniors.
Ludwig played Prospera, the ruler of an
enchanted island who causes the shipwreck
which eventually brings his daughter,
Vassar, (or Brynmawranda), played by
Debbie Staub, and the King of Naples'
son, Ferdinand, portrayed by Peter SamRemarkable Sophs
son, together and gives the play its happy
The sophomores called their laugh
ending.
machine "Yes, I Believe You Described
Along the way Prospera discovers his
His Adequacies Quite Virtuously, Dear." magic powers overpowered by the visitors'
David Rosen produced a remarkable script own potent item in the evening's first of
which treated the Haverford experience on
four pot parties. Prospera resolves to
two levels. First a professor (Richard
maintain his hold on the domain and suggests
Miller) led several of his students (Matt
a solution, confrontation.
Smith, Adam Blistein, Peter Goldberger,
'Confrontation' Song
and later Bob Bohrer and Rich Merkler)
This leads into the top scene of the
on the road of life as they played the game
evening, a three-man song-and-dance num.of college.
Director Mike stehney cleverly wove ber featuring Ludwig, Bob Morrow, and Don
this part of the play in and out of an other Fried. The music and lyrics were excelaspect of the play by having the focal lent, as was the choreography provided by
point, Matt Smith, drift from downstage JoAnne Doddi, Sheila cunningham and Faye
to upstage. This other part of the play Donahue.
samson displayed a fine singing voice
in which Smith appeared featured him as
Ralph, the Jackie Gleason figure of "Honey- with another of Ludwig's hit songs, "Where
would I Go.'' Unfortunately, Miss Staub's
mooner" TV shows.
In this second part some excellent roles voice was not as effective. Bob Morrow,
were created. Bob Schwartz was perfect as Prospera's assistant, Ariel, was quite
as Ralph's sidekick, Norton, even before good and the recipient of the evening's
he uttered a word. Harlan Jacobson as . best supporting actor role. Jim Fabarue
Groucho Marx, the College's dean of stu- and Lee Ballard, as drunken sailors, were
dents, was just right, down to the very great comedians, never overdoing it, while
last gesture. Also good in these scenes Don Fried, as the disgusting Caliban, was
was sue Auerback, as Ralph's wife, Alice. very good.
What was unusual about the sophomore
And Ludwig was delightful, whether
show as far as class night winners go was singing, dancing, or off-handedly plotting his
that it was not the typically l avish pro- next move. Though the show could have
duction. Keeping this play simple, as it been faster paced and the plot could have
turned out, was a wise decision.
been clearer, Ludwig did an impressive

By Dennis Stern
The class of '71, exploding with an
extremely hilarious script, rapid-fire direction, and a superb cast, ran away with
top honors last Friday night in Haverford's
favorite annual tradition, Class Night.
All along the way, it was an unusual
evening. The freshman, largely because of
the talents of Ken Ludwig, came up with a
surprisingly impressive show to give them
second place, if there were such an award.
Almost as unique was the weakness of
the. two upperclass sketches which followed
intermission. Both had a tough act to
follow after the sophomore play and neither
quite made it, with the juniors falling harder
than the seniors. And no one quite expected
the brief faculty finale.

--Photo b y Roy Goodman

Matt Smith, left, as Ralph in the " Honeymoo ners" segment of the sophomore show. Bob
Schwartz· plays a "perfect" (Stern, N EWS ) Norton while Sue Auerbach as Alice remains
oblivious to the situation_
in which SWan is seduced by major at.
job of bringing it all together .
tractions , played !?Y Sharon Werner and
The seniors, easily the victors last
Brenda Jefferson.
year with a most powerful production, never
The main action of the play was interseemed able to get this year's show off
rupted for an apology from &\van which un.
the ground. The production was verywitty,
fortunately added little if anything to an
but at times seemed so devoid of direction
already slow show. But this led into a ven
that the action dragged between the funny
impressive final scene, in which Fll!d
lines that the audience soon came to expect.
faces a tribunal, is blinded, and thenfinally
With slight references to Charles
fits into the life he was unable to enlt!r
Dickens' "Great Expectations", David
before. "I _was blind, but now I see,"
Barry, who was responsible for much of
he says.
the material, concocted a spy comedy in
Swan's Mastery
which three different organizations seek
out the elusive Harvey Hereford.
The ending, which seemed ver y s low
in coming, was quite funny, featur ing the
much heralded Trans- atlantic Rope and
one of the many Clorox bottle s which
keeps the rope afloat. To many of the
college's skeptics it must have been heart ening finally to see The Rope in the flesh.
Corrupting Effects
very good in thi s show we r e John Henderson as Pip, Margaret cool, who dis played a very pr etty voice as Estella, Day
Thompson as the warped old auntie, and
Vince Trapani, the ice cream-vendor spy.
The juniors offered a series of scenes
to illustrate the corrupting effect s that the
Haverford environment has on an outsider ,
in this case Fred, played by Alexis s wan.
Perhaps the best scene was a wild orgy

swan, who easily dominatedthe show,was
excellent.
He is credited with having
written the play, along with Bruce Lincoln,
Mike Humphries and scott Wallace. swan
rece ived the best actor trophy for the
third year in a row, continuing his mastery
ove r the judges.
s tudents we re the butt of most cd lle
jests, gross and funny, from the sli.l!l
faculty skit. Led by Pro!. Peter Slaler,
who pl ayed a college president, quips were
tossed at the Irving Finger syndrome,Bryn
Mawr, guidelines, and drugs.
The cast was very good, especially, Prof.
Lind a Gerstein, who played herself, Prof.
Roger Lane, as the student leader o1 a
nude -in, Dean James Lyons as one of those
hippies, Dean Mary McPherson as a cor·
rupt coed, and Prof. Richard Bernstein, as
the student liberator.

Millennia Review:

Nine Years Later: Haverford Better, Class N ight Po.orer
By Greg Kannerstein
Ed. Note:
Greg Kannerstein '63 is freshman
adviser at Haverford. This review was
written with "the aid and comfort" of Jack
Williams '64, assistant director of
admissions.

Nine-years ago the class of 1960 set a
new standard in class night shows with
"A La Recherche du Comet Perdu,'' celebrating Haverford unexpanded. It was
the first Class Night I ever attended.
I
didn't expect to find my own
lost youth last Thursday--merely a few
hours respite from getting older. After
all, the College must expand and no one
eats at the Comet any more. One would
scarcely hope that today's Haverfordians,
who choose the Hot Shoppes, Jr., and the
private pot party over the Comet and
Tenth Entry, would share our values. But
even my modest expectations were unfulfilled, except for a few enchanted
moments beginning in the freshman show
and ending midway through the junior show.
Vibrancy, Honesty
Haverford 1969 is a better place than the
one I remember, though, and Class Night
this year r eflected some of the vibrancy
and honesty of today's undergraduates. The
freshman show had to be the best freshman show ever, and the sophomores
deserved their award for some hysterically
comic lines and sequences. And the juniors
suggested the only real idea of the night,
before they buried it under pseudo-pro-

fundity and a fraudulent ending. As for
the seniors--well, this is not a good time
to be a college senior, and the class of
'69 showed it.
Some things don' t change, of course.
The rip in the curtain is s till there.
But a lot has changed for the better.
The girls on the stage only underlined
the
blessings
of coordination and
coeducation or whatever it is that's going
on around here. Any production which
brings legs like Lori Glassmeyer's and
Brenda Jefferson's into view has a lot
going for it. The seem ingly-inevitable bitterness and crudity was almost totally
muted.
Wallace Answers 'Hair'
And the number of outstanding individual
performances was far greater than
one remembers. Among the best were
given by Ken Ludwig, Bob Morrow, Peter
Samson, Debbie Staub and Don Fried in
the freshman play; sophomores Matt
Smith, Sue Auerbach, Bob Schwartz,
and Harlan Jacobson; and juniors Alexis
Swan and Scott Wallace, who was Haverford's one-man answer to the nude
scene in " Hair." Ludwig's graceful
" Tempest" and David Rosen's effervescent
Honeymooners-at -Haverford were scriptwr iting triumphs.
But somethiT\g was missing last week.
Class Night can entertain and still say
something. Settings, language, and topical
references can be appropriate for Class
Night and wor k dramatically. But none
of this year's shows ever really got them selves together this way.
But enough of this senile lamentation.
Let us give all honor to the freshmen.

Even if Ken Ludwig did spend brother
Gene's four years preparing for this show,
his script caught the flavor of this fall
and winter at Haverford. Like the castaways,
we are exiles on a magical island, doomed
to return to the mainland, our lives defined
by its values even while we think to escape
them. And, like Ferdinand, we imagine
that our real rescue from exile will come
from Vassar-Mawranda.
This year's freshmen had the presence
both to portray wombats and kid themselves
about doing it. They used slides effectively
and also contributed the mem orable ''C on~
frontation" number. And Ariel and
Nicoban (or was it Caliban?) were distinctive characterizations.
Prof. Richard Lubarsky, who judged the
plays along with John Davison Gerhard
Spiegler, and James Ransom, ;ointed out
that only the play's failure to integrate
the scenes featuring the castaways with
the scenes of Prospera and his house hold kept it from being a real challenger
for top honors. Jim Pabarue and Lee Ballard did epitomize third-floor Barclay
but we never quite figured out what thei;
relationship to everything else was . or
perhaps that's the way it is with third floor Barclay.
Mistress We Serve
If the moral was slightly obscure, it was
nonetheless good to see that, as Prospera
left the island, it was Brynmawranda he
addressed, not Vassar. There is still hope,
and, as Shakespeare's Ferdinand says,
''The mistress which we serve (can) quicken
what's dead/
And make our labours
pleasures."
If colleges didn't have sophomores, they

would have to invent them. This year's
crop managed to be both sophomoric and
witty--no easy task. The magic of the
sophomore
show
might have been
Harlan
Jacobson's
frenzy, or the
admirable timing and pace of Schwartz,
Smith, a nd Auerbach. Perhaps it was the
ink-slinger s and pen-pushers of Duncan
MacLean, Bob Stewart, Bob Sandhaus, and
Scott Barton. Or the rapid-fire "Game:'
Maybe it was the puns which lookedso bad on
paper, but came across on the stage. Wbatever it was , it worked.
Orgy Not Enough
The juniors must learn that one orgy-·
even a marvelously-chor eographed one·doe s not make a Class Night play. '!'be
s equence of campus events--class,. pot
par ty, demonstration--seemed to fit togethe r
well, though none was any·
thing
special by itself. swan was
the best actor of the night, even if ~
did not have the best part. We can awa
'70's senior production eagerly.
F or this year's seniors, there IS 00
next year, and last year 's pr omisegoesun.;
fulfilled. Jack Williams summed :
all up. " After having been self-destrU~
ed
, flushed ' washed out to sea,~~
bleached, who could expect anyone,
member the lyrics to the finale?'' of the
One hopes that the incorporation
Transatlantic Rope and its attendantClo:
bottles into Class Night does not mean
end of this worthy project.
rtng'
class Night used to be a sl.gn of sp er'
for today's Bryn Mawrters and Hav IS.
fordians,
undoubtedly,
it still k'~
But for at least two alumni, Jast wee
show was mor e a winter's tale.
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--Ph oto by Prof Theodore Hetze l

Peter
uses his authority as Trotsky Club leader and pu 1.1s a pop gun on
. Garretson,
. left,
.
V~nce Trapanr, an 1ce cream vendor who doesn 't know karate At right Jo h H d
'b'l't f f ' d'
·
n en erson
muses.d on th·e poss1
h p·1 1 Yo m mg Harvey Hereford while Margaret c oo 1 as Este II a exudes
f
con 1 ence m er 1p.

·-Pho t o b y Prof . Th eodore H etze l

Don Fried, Bob Morrow, and Ken Ludwig doing the "Confrontation " song hailed
by Dennis Stern as "the top scene of the evening." Morrow in the role of Ariel won
honors as best supporting actor of the evening.

Class
Night
1969

--Phot o by R oy Goodma n

The Wombat Chorus of the freshman play. Greg Kannerstein points out that the
"fres hmen had the presence both to portray wombats and kid themselves about doing it."

''11
·- Ph o t o by Roy Goodm an
-- Pr o gram by Bob S utt o n a nd Da n Wood

You can 't tell the writer and director without a program .. . Theater buffs will recognize
that the title of the sophomore play comes from an experimental one-act play in which
David Rosen recently starred and which had the misfortune not to be a traditional
full-length play.

Alex Swan in t he junior play. Swan was chosen as
best actor, making it three years in a· row t hat he has
been honored for his acting abilities.

R
-- Ph o t o by Pro f. Th eod ore H et ze l
ob Stavis at left mans o ne of the Clorox bottles attached to the Transatlantic Rope (not shown) as members of the senio r class night play express their joy at being the subjects of
a!IOod flushing (toilet bowl not shown either) .
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Letters
(Continued /rom page 3)
committee is involved. People on this
campus need to be informed of the climate
of opinion and the speakers on campuses
in this area.
Political terms and issues such as conservatism, civil rights, civil disobedience,
law and order, and students' rights are
glossed over so much that their meanings
are ambiguous. These issues should be
analyzed more fully. It is essential to give
the activists, the uninvolved, the apathetic,
all of Bryn Mawr, a true picture of the
political life of the outside community.

Renee Bowser '70

Coed living
To the Editor:
An informal and random sampling of
Have rford-Bryn Mawr student opinion
about the possibility of women living at
Haverford next year revealed everything
from apathy ("I couldn't care less' ')
to humor ("Shouldn' t you ask, 'What do
you think of women living at Haverford
OFFICIALLY?' ") to experienced knowledge ("I've already lived there.'') Most,
however, showed great concern for the
problems that such an arrangement will
raise.
The major question seemed to be the
actual living quarters for women. Would
they live in a separate' dorm, share a
dorm, or possibly even suites, with the
men? The first arrangementseemedgenerally unsatisfactory: "It would defeat
the whole purpose of having women on
campus," was one Haverfordian's comment, Although one student felt the last
suggestion would prove to be an essential
experiment in "finding out how men and
women are different in thought action
and biological function," most of the other~
felt this was too great a step to take in
the initial stages.
Assuming that a coed dorm would be
the set-up then, the next concern on the
part of the girls was for separate bathroom facilities. "I don't want any boys
tramping into my bathroom," one girl
stated.
Wtten asked whether he felt that living
in closer contact with a group of girls
would generate a kind of possessiveness
and/ or jealousy in dating situations, one
Haverfordian answered, ''I think that
part of the idea of living together is to
learn to be close and to form a kind
of love without possessiveness. Everyone should still have their separate lives,
but there would be someone to share with
if both wanted to share.''
One BMC girl ventured that living with
the opposite sex is really 11 a more na- ·
tural situation.''
Sandee Dollar '72

Council Opinion
To the Editor:
Within the next month the faculty will
vote on whether or not to allow individual
departments to discontinue senior com-·
prehensive examinations. A decision by
the faculty to approve this proposal will
have beneficial results not only for our
present senior class, but will also allow
· majors and the faculty of individual departments to work out more exciting and
flexible academic programs in the future-these effects will be immediately felt by
members of the present junior and

sophomore classes if this proposal is
approved now.
In addition, favorable action on this
proposal now will give impetus to wide
range discussions now underway, or
planned, concerning the nature of the
entire academic experience at Haverford.
With great concern for the academic
life on campus, which is intricately connected to the emotional and psychological
health of each of us, we urge all to discuss
this matter immediately with members of
the faculty and, if you concur with our
feelings, to urge members of the faculty
to vote in favor of this proposal.
It will be the policy of the newly
elected Honor Code Council to take stands
on issues it feels are important. All
aspects of community life contribute to
the determination of a student's attitudes,
and these help shape a student's actions
under the Honor Code. It should be
remembered that the Honor Code Council's
opinions on these matters should be afforded no more weight than any other
group of Haverford stuc;lents.
The Honor Code Council

Computer Center
To the Editor:
There are a few amplifying remarks
I would like to offer concerning your
discussion (2/25/69) of my report on the
Joint Computer Center.
The report was requested by Prof.
Paul Hare, chairman of the Joint Com
puter Center committee, to provide background for his presentation to the educational policy committee. It was, of course,
distributed to all the members ofthe Computer Center committee for their similar
use.
Correctly or otherwise, I sense that
your article tries to assign a sort of
boundless, perhaps heedless enthusiasm
to me. I am made to say things that
even I do not believe. Actually, most of
these are quite innocuous misinterpre ·
·tations, except one, that I confess, causes
me great distress. Let me quickly add
that I do not wish to blame you. I would,
however, like to correct one of the err oneous claims.
Thus it is absolutely wrong that I am
proposing a new engineering department
based on computer science. That suggestion, as the NEWS stated (2/21/69),
was made by the ad hoc committee chaired
by Prof. Holland Hunter. My report
simply mentions the fact that this had
been proposed and will continue to be
discussed also by the Joint Computer Center committee. I do not think that should
imply my authorship however.
·
The thing that is disturbing is the
implication, albeit unspoken, that estab lishing a department in the computer
sciences will be accomplished at the expense of the existing engineering department.
Let me say it another way: I
deplore the thought of using the Joint
Computer Center to rationalize any decision to discontinue the department of
engineering.
As things now appear, if there ever is
a department organized around computer
science it is not too likely that it will
stress the engineering aspects. Indeed,
the emphasis will be more on information
systems of which computer science is only
a part. I would not expect to see any
real overlap in the set of courses given
by these departments . My own feeling,
then, is that we should try very, very
hard to keep the engineering department.
George A. M~chael
Director, Joint Computer Center

I

LOBBY PROXY FOR A CHANGE
IN NATIONAL PRIORITIES

The mof!lent~m of mili.tary spending continues to feed the most powerful
arsenal m history, while the gap gr'lws wider between the rich and the
poor - at home and throughout the world. THIS TREND MUST STOP. We
n~ed a ne:w ~efinition of national security, one b.ased on the quality and
vigor of hfe m America rather than on military hardware. I join SANE
and other national religious, civic and peace organizations in their efforts
to reduce the $80.7 billio.n. military budget for this year, and to continue
to press for a smaller military budget each year.
My Proxy will tell you, Mr. Congressman and Mr. Senator that I ask
you to vote to cut the swollen military budget NOW and in' the future
and to transfer these funds to urgently-needed civilian programs.
'
NAMli------------------------------------------ ----------ADDRESS--------------------------·- ------ -- -------- -----CITY & STATli-_________________________________ ZIP
CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT________ CONGRESSMAN__________________

Return to: National SANE, 245 Second St. N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002

Undergrad Year
To the Editor:
I would like to take exception to the
opinion expres sed in NEWS editorial of
March 4, 1969, that the outgoing administration of Undergrad has been "not
dynamic" and "unimaginative."
The editorial lists the following accomplishments of Undergrad this year the
issuing of I.D. card; the setting of the
meal exchange question; and the establish ment of bi-college committees to discuss
bi-college problems. I would point outthat
before I.D. cards were issued, the idea or ·
I.D. cards and the purposes they would
serve was conceived; simlarly, the establishment of committees which include
students, faculty, and administration from
both colleges is the administrative
implementation of ideas about future
relationships on three levels between the
two Colleges.
It is true that the executive board of
Undergrad are the technical and administrative experts of the student body, but
it is equally true the projects in which
they have exercised their competence were
creatively conceived by them as well. What
else is "imagination'' in this context but
sound analysis of present reality and
creative vision of the future ?
I find the editorial' s criticism of Doris
Dewton particularly unjustified on th1s
point. I imagine that one year from now we
will find that Under grad will have followed
through on many of this administration' s
ideas, especially its conception of the office
of Under grad president as a·campus leader
rather than exclusively a technical and
secretarial expert.
Judith Liskin '69

the heavy f aculty work load, but also
in the two-way nature of teaching,
It has been pointed out ·to us by sev.
eral people that one of the major Prob.
lems that teache r s face is student apath .
and that if classes are boring, the f ~·
lies with the students as well as ~i~
the teacher.
A couple of ide as seem important t
us and we would like to offer th 0
instead of our blanket condemnatione:
our faculty:
1) that students have the responsibi!.
ity of being prepared for classes a d
having thought about the work that thn
are doing; and
ey
2) that professors have the respons·.
bility of directing a cohesive and me~.
ingful body of thought and of being will.
ing to answer students' questions; to
allow freedom of thought and dissension.
What happens all too frequently at Bryn
Mawr is that the professor becomes
a holder of knowledge stuck on a Podium
m ore above the class than a part of
it, and not open to dissent or argument,
The students below are disinterested
unprepared, perhaps bored. In thi~
kind of setting what kind or learning
can take place? What kind or free exchange bet'.veen people can go on?
Let's throw out the podiums and sit
in a circle so that we can see each
other and be equals. And let's work
as equals, not leaving the burden o1
knowledge to the man up there. we
the students, must ourselves begin t~
awaken and demand and to question and
to want to know why something is the
way it seems to be, For that is the
essence of all learning.
Margery Davies '69.
Mindy Thompson '71

Soul-Searching
To t he Editor:
In your Tuesday editorial (2/ 25/ 69),
concerning the Penn sit- in, it was stated
that, 1 'Unfortunately missing from the
coalition
was the support of the
Haverford-Bryn Mawr Black Students
League •.. "
In my opinion, the BSL should not
enter any coalition at the last minute or
at any other time in or der to ; dd a
little "blackness" to it or make it appear .
that the primary concern i s for the black
community and not for white interes ts .
Furthermore, it was s tated that, "They
were absent, and as it became increasingly obvious, this was t r uly their fight."
Are
you
trying
to dictate what
is "truly" our fight? If so, by what
right? If, indeed, you do have this hang
up, my first response would be, go to
hell! However, since you can't go for
a while, and this does not help matters
any, my immediate answer is that you
(and others) should do a little more
soul-searching.
Ted Will iams '72

Teaching
To the Editor:
In an article which appeared in the
NEWS of Jan. 31, 1969, we said that
at Bryn Mawr "the faculty disdains teaching."
That is a careless statement
and we would like to retract it. The
attitudes
of the Bryn Mawr faculty toward· teaching vary and if disdain
exists, it has real roots not only in

Arroy
To the Editor:
We would like to clarify the Jl0$ition
of the new magazine, Arroy. Arroy wltl
definitely be a bi-college magazine. When
we became co-editors this fall, vie felt
ther e was considerable discontent with the
Review as it appeared last year, in re·
lation to both content and appearance. We
hoped to pres ent a more professlonaJlooking magazine . We decided It would
be more effective to gather material by
personal contacts, and thenpresentthenew
magazine to Haverford andBrynMawrasa
fait a ccompli. This resulted however ina
great discrepanc y between Bryn Mawra!XI
Haverford participation.
Arroy will be a fairly conventional
magazine. We feel that Array and The
Whip complement each other weJI, ~!nee
The Whip w111 appear more frequentlya!XI
be livelier and lighter in spirit. On the
other hand, Arroy will contain artwork
and photography, as well as written com·
positions by both students and faculty. We
plan on three issues a year starting next
year. Although the first issue of free,
subsequent iss ues will be by subscription
only. A s ubscription will cost no more
than an issue of Playboy or Vogue.
We need contributions for the seco!XI
issue, which will come out the first week
in May-- especially fr om Haverford. We
also need editvrial help. Please send
your contributions to or contact us in
Pembroke West, before March 21.
Lee Metcalf '70
Erika Delacorte '70

~--------------------------------------------------------~~

College Relations Direct or
cjo Sheraton-Park Hotel, Washington, D.C. 20008
Please send me a f ree Sheraton Stud ent I. D. Card:
Name :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
Address : ______________________________________

We're holding
the cards.
Get one. Rooms are now up to 20% off with a
Sheraton Student 1.0. How much depends on
where and when you stay.
And the Student 1.0. card is free to begin with.
Send in the coupon. It's a good deal. And at a
good place.

~h~!:~~!?s~dl!e~~!s~ ~r~?!~i~!r'!ns@

,.-
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'Perhaps They Are Just Resigned':

Haverford Informality Pleases Exchange Junior From Vassar
By Greg Sava
College has gone coed this

Haverford
semester.
Ann Faulconer, Vassar '70, is fully enrolled in Haverford as a philosophy major.
The pert chestnut- haired junior curled
up on a sofa in the motel like living room
of a north dorm suite s ipping a cup of tea.
"Everything seems so relaxed here,'' she
sighed, "Even in the classes there is, such
a great relationship between faculty and students, Boys seem to talk more than girls
in class and they aren't afraid to argue
with and question professors."
Along with Philosophy 40 and 48 Miss
Faulconer is taking two project courses,
~aker H\~tory, with Prof. Edwin Bronner,
and a course on Whitehead with Prof. Gerhard Spiegler.
Early Major
"At Vassar, we have to pick a major
and a minor at the end of , our freshman
year. From then on we can take independent work courses, sor t of like your
·project courses."
Miss Faulconer pointed out that in spite

Vassar
(Continued from page 1)

conferring with their Vassar counterparts.
They also met with five Vassar girls
and three boys who are exchange students
to the school, one fro!!! Colgate, one from
Trinity, and Mike Miller from Haverford.
The girls all said they liked having men
on campus while all three boys were very
enthusiastic about Vassar. Miller will
be returning to Haverford in the fall but
the other two boys expressed a strong
desire to transfer to Vassar as degree
students. All three believed that classes
at their home schools were not bette r than
those at Vassar. The boys from Colgate
and Trinity felt that Vassar classes may
even be superior to theirs. All three,
however, did complain about the lack of
participation in classes by the girls.
Robinson said that all the members of
the administration group were very pleased
by the progress they made in facilitating
exchanges for next year. So far no Haver- ·
ford men have applied for admission to
Vassar,
It was Robinson's impression that the
girls at Vassar were " the kind that Haverford men would like. Their academic and
private lives are very different. I believe
that Vassar has a hell of a lot to offer
both academically and socially. I -would
encourage all Haverford students to give
it a favorable consideration.'' Robinson also
remarked that Vassar was very close
to New York and all the three boys there
bad made numerous trips to the city within
the short space of time they were at Vassar.

of the possibility of taking such courses,
most girls were reluctant to do so. "A
lot of the girls, particularly sophomores,
-f eel they need the discipline of the classroom and fear that without it they would
not be motivated to do any work."
Independent work courses are ungraded
and cannot be used as credit towards one's
major. The usual workload is five courses
a year.
" The teacher is in complete control of
most courses with the students having little
to say about their content or structure "
Miss Faulconer added. "The individ~al
departments have the power to do away
with comps except in honors courses. In
small courses the professor can also
decide whether or not to have final exams."
Vassar operates under the same calendar that the Haverford-BMC bi-college
community now does, with the addition of
week long reading period preceding
a
exams. Vassar students find no problem
in this arrangement, or ''perhaps they
are just resigned to it," Miss Faulconer
commented.
She stressed the point that Vassar was
going through a period of extensive change.
In the past year their student government
was granted a new contitution which endowed them with the power to legislate on
social activities.
Loco Parentis Out
Some of the recent changes include the
abolition of curfews and week-end parietal
hours.
Miss Faulconer noted that since
11 the administration realized that a coed
Vassar was imminent, the college can no
·longer act in loco parentis."
It is projected that by the fall of '70
Vassar will be fully coeducational. Transfer student s will be admitted, gradually increasing the enrollment from its presen
1500 women students to 1200 men and 120(
women.
11 New apartment s tyle dorm s, complet€
with kitchens will be built and the present
dorms will probably be integrated" added
Miss Faulconer.
The student opinion towards going coed
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Anne Faulconer, exchange
Haverford from Vassar.

at

is split 50 50. Miss Faulconer felt that
the main complaints were: the quality of
Vassar would deteriorate; girls need privacy during the week; having boys in class
would inhibit the girls; and the girls would
not be able to wear their nightgowns and
pajamas to breakfast.
At present, a man on campus is a rare
sight.
" If any guy walks through the
campus, just about everybody (girls) will
stare at him. There is a definite feeling
of isolation at Vassar." She added that on
weekends almost 40% of Vassar girls go
elsewhere for entertainment.
Miss Faulconer professed little knowledge of the Yale male. She did feel, however, that the Vassar-Yale relationship was
a type of estranged Bryn Mawr-Haverford
affair. From what she had seen of Bryn
Mawr, Miss Faulconer sensed a "verv
similar atmosphere at Bryn Mawr and
Vassar. You know, the way they talk about
courses all the time and the generalfeeling
of apathy, But Bryn Mawr is more used
to boys, an~ this is good." -

to stay here next year but foresees difficulties with the Vassar administration.
Although Haverford was a rather unknown
name on the Vassar campus last year, its
popularity seems to ha , e jumped recently.
When asked what Vassar girls think of
Haverford men in comparison to Yalies she
said, "Well, going to Yale for a weekend
or a date is a rather normal, everyday thing
but when someone finds out I've been to Haverford (Miss Faulconer has a habit ofwearing her Haverford jacket on the Vassar
campus) they say, 10h, Haverford, isn't that
a fabulous place?' "
Miss Faulconer finds her courses here
very interesting, if a bit taxing. The amount
of reading, required and suggested, is
greater than at Vassar, 11 but the classes
are just so great and relaxed."
She apologized for only having one complaint about Haverford -- the food.

Colloquium
(Continu ed from page 1)

problem to put people in groups that didn't
conflict, so there are 22 groups meeting
at each of the four hours."
Opening remarks will be -made by Debbie
Seltzer and Miss Hurwitz. Meetings are
scheduled for 9:30 a.m., 11:30 a.m., 2
p.m. and 4 p.m. Miss Hurwitz said dis cussion groups "will utilize smokers, rather ,than classrooms, for a more informal
setting.
"We expect the discussions to last about
an hour and a half, at the discretion of
the discussion leaders."
Students and faculty members who will ·
be discussion leaders are members- of
.core groups which will have already discussed the specific topics.
"Core group leaders will be calling
meetings by Sunday to get organized," said
Miss Hurwitz.
Read NEWS
She credited a scheduling committee
Miss Faulconer came here strictly including Debbie Seltzer, Lee McGeorge,
on her own. She visited Haverford last Sally Dim schultz, Judy Friedman, and Patty
year, was impressed with it and wrote to Gerstenblith plus herself and Miss Rainone
President John Coleman asking about the with setting up the day's program. She also
possibility of transferring here. At that time mentioned Debby Cl}adwick and Prof. Duncan
the president suggested she try Bryn Keppie of the geology department, who have
prepared an information sheet on the ColMawr but she had no success. Soon. how~
loquium.
ever, she reads an article in the NEWS that
A comprehe~ive list of discussion sched.:_
said Haverford was looking into accepting
ule
s will be posted in each hall and in the
women students as a start to eventual
Inn Sunday night and in Taylor Monday, Miss
coeducation.
Hurwitz said those who have not signed up
She promptly called Coleman and he asfor groups and are interested in attending
sured her that he would work it out so that
should consult these lists and go to the disshe might be able to come. She would like
cussions in which they are most interested.
She said groups will include professors,
students and administration and that "Miss
McBride was issued a special invitation to
attend any groups she found interesting."
She stressed the need for participation.
"Even though we were gratified that 70
faculty members signed up, we had hoped·
for more. Also, we found that the graduate students refused to sign up." She
attributed part of this r eluctance to the
fact that many graduate students are committed to attending classes at Penn and
swarthmore during part of the day,

Laura
Nyro

~ Tim

Hardin

Academy of Music
Sunday, March 9
One Show Only: 7:30PM

$3.50 $4.50 $5.50
Tickets : Academy of Music Box Office
Mail Orders : Academy of Music,
Broad & Locust Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Please enclose a self-addressed
stamped envelope.

WE BUY & SELL
USED FURNITURE
ANTIQUES
BRlC·A·BRAC

HERMAN
FELDENKREIS
35 E. Lancaster Avenue
Ardmore, Po.

Ml 9-9758

MAIN LINE TYPEWRITER
Sales-Service-Repair-Rental

608 Lancaster Ave., Bryn Mawr
(Across from Bryn Mawr Acme Market)

BOTTLED UND ER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-C OLA COMPANY BY

THE PHILADELPHIA COCA·COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

CALL FOR EXPERT
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY
LA 5·0187
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'A Whole Lot of Games':

Spring Coming, and With It Serendipity,
By Prof. Roger Lane

etc. Then on to the present situation--a
day camp for about 100 kids (80% black),
run by 15 junior counselors (80% black),
18 senior staffers (80% white), and assorted tutors, volunteers, and camp followers (every shade, size and shape).

Ed. Note:
The following article explains the
origin and purpose of Serendipity Day
Camp, a summer camp for children in the
Ardmore community which is financed and
run by Haverford students and professors.
The camp has already received gifts of
$200 from the junior class and about
$1000 from Class Night_ but is still
desperately in need of funds. The
upcoming Service Fund drive will raise
money for Serendipity as well as other
organizations.

Interpolation
It is nowadays appropriate at this point

to interpolate a statement about the need
for more black staff, the increasing community involvement in the project, and
so forth.
The part about education, and
the use of College labs, stages, classrooms and other facilities moves naturally
into a lyrical passage about green trees
It's coming on spring again, time to
and playing fields, the glories of Barclay
round up counselors and make the annual
beach in June and the beeches 'round the
Serendipity pitch, to prepare the familiar
swimming pool in August.
battery of benefits and bakesales. And
At this point, either of the two major
as part of this ritual, I must once again
standard variations may be employed. If
remind the Haverford community of "What
the pitch is primarily for funds, the point
It's All About." The standard ingredis to stress the dedication and devotion
ients the past couple of years, have run
of the staff, which works for more love
about like this:
than money. If, on the other hand, the
It begins with history, the story of the
pitch is for counselors, the emphasis is
Ardmore ghetto, its relation's with the
on creativity and joy, the benefits of fresh
College, the students who founded the cam
air and brotherhood, the camp as swinging center of local collegiate social activity.
Actually, except for certain gross oversimplifications, and the lack of any sense
of sweat and pain, the formula is all right
as far as it goes. But it doesn't really
say anything about the camp itself.
In
point of fact I have only the roughest idea
as to what will go on this summer at
Serendipity.
I can more or less assure that it will
start with about $12,000, a lot of kids,
some counselors, and much of the campus.
The rest has got to be worked
out between staff and kids, in the crucible
of a hot Philadelphia summer, under conditions of great emotional pressure.
The director (a '67 graduate), the assistant director, (a Haverford undergraduate), and the small army of students,
young teachers, and teeny-bopping volunteers they work with have full responsibility for the program. And what they do
is in large part determined by what the
kids will respond to.
Kids' Role Recognized
This summer, in fact, the role of the
Bud Alcock, Haverford '68, raises cain at Serkids will be recognized more explicitly
endipity Day Camp.
than ever. We had a luncheon last weekend for the older campers and junior coun:.1ADS Discount Records
selors - fourteen to sixteem year-olders 9 W. Lancaster Ave.
to ask for their ideas. And we got
Ardmore - Ml 2-0764
an immediate flood of live ones, ranging
from the substitution of African names
Largest Selection Folk Music
and symbols for the traditional campyPop - Classics - Jazz
Indian stuff through more flexible sched-

BOOTS
BOOTS ·
.-BOOTS ·
BOOTS
BOOTS
BOOTS .
BOOTS .
.

fl(

·,

Two children of last summer's Serendipity
Day Camp perform in skit in Haverford's
field house last sum mer. Fund drive for th is
summer begins soon.

Chamber Music
The de Pasquale-Sylvia Gllckman
chamber music concert of March 2 has
been postponed to 8:30p.m. this Sunday,
March 9, in Roberts Hall at Haverford,
All tickets for March 2 will be honored.
Tickets will also beavailableatthedoor.
Admission for Haverford students 1s
free.

Your new
boyfriend has a
new girlfriend?
Think it over; over coffee.
TheThink Drink.
For your own Think Drink Mug, send 75C .and your name and address to:
T hink Drink. Mug, Dept. N, P.O . Box 559, New York, N.Y. 10046. The International Coffee Organization.

..

finland design,
inc.
I
258 So. 16th, Philadelphia.

uling on to the division of swimming hours
by age instead of sex. (''There's a whole
lot of games you can play with the opposite sex in the pool," as one girl pointed out). I expect we'll hear a lot more
from these Ardmore kids this spring,
and I know we will all summer.
And so with all of this boiling away
I cannot say much about what Serendipity is or where it will go except that
it will involve love and guilt and imagination and racial difference and frustration
and discovery. I'm not sure what we are
really doing, but so long as "we have
to can:y half the kids home crying the
last day of camp," as one junior counselor pointed out, we must be doin-g something right.
And if you've got any ideas, move on
in and test them.
Perhaps I can close this piece with an
anecdote, usually the final ingredient in
the standard formula. During pool period,
it's regular practice for the counselors
to stand lifeguard duty on the edge while
the campers splash around. One time
last summer a chilly kid climbed out
and sought shelter under Tom Currie's
sun-baked arm. After getting comfortably
settled in he looked up and muttered 1"You
know, Man, you're pretty warm ... for a
Honk" ... Tom has had that line stuffed,
as a souvenir, but he says we can borrow
it.

I

SOCKS IT TO YOUR SOUL
COME VISIT
OUR ALE HOUSE

916 lancaster ave., Bryn Mawr

AND NIGHT SPOT

Friday, March 7, 1969
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Hood Tie Now Impossible :

Vengeful Swarthmore Cagers Defeat Red Wave, 86-71
By Ralph Strohl
The Haverford College basketball team came up against avengefUl swarthmore squad Wednesday
night. The Garnet never t ra1'1ed
as they gained one-half a Hood
Trophy point, 86 -71.
Following their equally sue-

cessful JV counterparts, the Garnet played at their very best to a
large and very noisy partisan
crowd.

MAC Tourneys
In Th ree SportS

T0 End Season

. Swarthmore controlled the openmg tap and raced off to a 6 - 0
lead before Haverford could.tally·
After ttaw? suSck~essful fok~l tndes by
co-cap m "lP Jaroc 1 an one
by Mike Barnett, the Garnet added
eight more ~oints on_ the. stre_ngth
of the shootmg of Miceli, Miller
and Furia. Faced with a 14-3
deficit, Haverford rallied to close

The Garnet hit on 49% of their
shots from the floor in the second
half, compared with 33% for Haverford. Also, Haverford started to
foul liberally late l·n the game a nd
Swarthmore took full advanta~e of
the situation, making 21 of 24
foul tries in the half.

the gap to 14-10 as Steve Bailey
and Bruce Iacobucci gained a hot
hand.

Bruce Iacobucci led Haverford
with 17 points. He was followed
by Steve Bailey with 16.
This defeat ends an otherwise
succes sful season for the Fords.
The team was 7-7 in the conference , and 7-9 overall. Swarthmore was 4-10 in the conference and 5-11 overall.
Haverford's loss eliminates any
possibility of a tie in the Hood
Trophy competition. The score
presently stands in Haverford's
favor at 3 1/2-2 1/2. The four
remaining points are baseball, golf
track and tennis.

Once again Swarthmore pulled
off to a commanding lead, this time
by eight points, but again the Fords
rallied on the shooting of Bailey,
Iacobucci, and Doug Berg to close
to within two 22-20.
This was the closest the Fords
came for the evening, as the Garnet widened the gap to 30-22, and
left the court at halftime with a
41-34 edge.

With the end of the regular
season schedules of the winter
sports teams, all that remains
are the r espective MAC tournaments. This weekend finds
Disorganized
the Haverford swimming, wrestling and fencing teams parThe second half found the Fords
ticipating in such tournaments. no more or ganized than the first.
The winless fencing team will Again, the Garnet controlled the
participate in the MA C tourna- tap and scored to lead by nine,
ment to be hosted by Temple which was the gap Haverford had
University. Temple is the de- to fight for the rest of the evening.
fending champion in this s port, Eric Cullander provided what reand is a good bet to maintain its bounding strength the Fords had all
superiority. Haverford does stand evening, and added two quick bas-·
a good chance of a high standing, kets to help bring Haverford to
but will be dependent on a number within five.
of good performances.
As
the game progressed,
The very successful wrestling however, the fired -up Garnet
team will travel to Muhlenberg proved that the boards really bein hopes of improving on last longed to them, and Haverford
year's showing in its tournament. never came any closer than eight
Temple is the defending champion points.
here, also, but is likely to face
As the Haverford defense bestrong~ r competition than in the
came increasingly erratic, the
fencing. High hopes are held outfor Swarthmore offense became incaptains Doug Ross and Tim Gold- creasingly accurate. Dick Beping, as well as juniors John pler, who led all scorers with 19
Barbis and Chris Colvin.
points, scored 14 in the second
, Rounding out the weekend's half, including a six-for-s-ix peractivity, the swimming team will formance at the free-throw line.
send five of its members to Johns He 'Was ably complemented in the
Hopkins University for the second effort by Mike DeSha, who scored
time in three years. Haverford's all eight of his points in the second
representatives will be captains half.
Dave Rothstein and Mike Briselli, junior
butterflyer Geoff
Wilson, freshman Bob Bilane, and
sophomore breaststroker TomKoFlower Shop Inc.
varic.
• Unusual Cut Flower
Haverford placed ninth last
Arrangements
year, setting three College records
• Corsages
in the process. The Fords have high
• Fl<?wers by Wire
hopes of improving on that
position this year, with a special
eye on the freestyle relay r ecord,
set in the Swarthmore meet last
Saturday. The favorites here are
Elizabethtown and Dickinson ColLA 5·0326
leges.

'

Haverford
Bailey
Barnett
Berg
Cu i lander
Edgar
I acobucci
Jarocki
N ewkirk

FG
6
0
4
4
3
7
1
1
26

Swarthmore FG
Shechtman
0
M ill er
5
M iceli
3
Beppler
6
Keiter
1
Furia
5
DeSha
3
C l yrner
4
27

823 Lancaster Ave.
Bryn Mawr, Pa.

FT
43221322-

4
3
3
6
1
3
2
2

TP
16
3
10
10
7
17
4
4

1 9- 24

71

FT
4487-

4
5
8
9
o- 2
44
2- 2
34

TP
4
14
14
1g
2
14
8
11

32-38

86

--Photo by Roy Goodrl"!an

Mike Barnett goes up for rebound against Swarthmore. The Fords saw.
few sights like this as the Garnet dominated the game, 86-71.
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Haverford Exhibition
To Honor Wm. Blake
With Readings, Prints

H'ford Freshman Adviser System,
Orientation Week Considered 'Good'tPreliminary figures available from Prof.
Thomas D'Andrea's evaluation of Haverford' s new freshman advising program
indicate there is not a specific problem
in the mechanics of advising, but that personal relationships between advisor and
advisee need strengthening.
To the question, "What, in general, is your
evaluation of the freshman advisor program?" the majority of freshmen responding (43) answered, "Good." Eleven answered "Neutral" and 11 answered "Excellent," 8 answered "Fair" and one answered "Poor."
The change in freshman advising was instituted last fall, previously students were
permanently assigned to a member of the
faculty, who acted as the student's advisor until he had chosen a major. At
this point the head of the department of the
student's major became his advisor. This
year, however, incoming freshmen were
assigned to members of the faculty for
three weeks. At that time, freshmen chose
their permanent advisors from amongtheir
teachers.
Soon after the threeweekperiodwas over,

Two BMC Faculty
To Be Full Profs;
8 Made Associates
Ten of the present Bryn Mawr faculty
have received promotions for next fall.
Prof. Melville Kennedy of the political
science department and Prof. Frank Mallory of the chemistry department are both
promoted to full professors.
There have been eight promotions to the
position of
associate professor in
the various departments. These appointments are Prof. Ethan Bolker in mathematics, Prof. Charles Brand and Prof.
Barbara Lane in history, Prof. Merle
Broberg in social work and research, Prof.
Isabelle Cazeaux in music, Prof. Charles
Frye in political science, Prof. Jane Goodale in anthropology and Prof. Richard Du
Boffin economics.

·original Slaves
Set To Perform
Library Benefit

D'Andrea and senior Henry White drew up
and distributed two questionnaires about this
initial period. One was sent to all freshmen, and 77% were returned. The other
version was sent to those members of
the faculty who had been advisors during
this period, and 86% pf these were returned.
These questionnaires are being evaluated
by computer. Data is available now only
from selected questions taken from a random sampling of freshman questionnaires.
In 75 answers to a question asking,
"How satisfied were you with orientation
week?". no one was "disappointed" but
only 8 were "very pleased." The majority (40) were "rather satisfied.''
To a question asking, "Which of the
following best describe your feelings about
Haverford at the end of orientation week?"
the majority (40) answered "quite comfortable" and 12 answered 11 completely at
home." However, a significant number (20)
answered "still unsure" and two answered
"like a stranger."
To a question asking, 1 'Do you feel
there should be more or less social interaction between advisor artd advisee?" 53
answered "More", nine answered "less"
and 13 wrote in " neutral'' or did not check
either answer.
To a question asking, 11 • • • how do you
feel about him (the advisor) as a person?"
no one answered " dissatisfied", but only
12 answered 11 very pleased.'' Seven answered "Rather disappointed, but the majority answered "neutral" and "pleased''
(28 and 29, respectively).
The advising program has again been
changed for next year through the adoption of the Bernstein report proposals.
This year's evaluation should prove useful as a standard of comparison for the
evaluation
of next year's seminar
system.

Haverford Colle_ge will celebrate the two
hundred twelfth anniversary of the birth
William Blake with a 10-day exhibit :
Comfort basement.
The cel ebration will begin with "AnAfte ,
noon with William Blake and his FrteOO:,
in the Haverford Common Room Sunday at
3 p.m. The events of the afternoon Wlll
include dramatic readings from Blake•
works, acco{Tlpanied by color slldes
of Blake's engravings and a performan 5
by the Renaissance Choir of Benjam:e
Britten's " Cycle for Blake's Songs." m
The concert will be followed immediately
by the official opening of the Comfort exhibit of original drawing, watercolors etchings and illuminated texts lent to th~ College by Lessing Rosenwald, owner of the
largest collection of original prints in the
world, and by the Library of Congress.
During the week there will be open
seminars
on various Blake topics. The
Bryn Mawr Dean Dorothy Marshall
Humanities 22 class will present seminars
on the works of Blake in Comfort, Monday,
Mar ch 10 '3-nd Tuesday, March 11, 1:30 _
4 p.m. Prof: James Ransom will give
an open seminar on "The Marriage of
Hea ven and Hell" Wednesday, March 12
at 8 p.m. Finally, Wednesday, March IS
Bryn Mawr Dean Dorothy Marshall at 8 p.m. Bryn Mawr students and faculty
recently attended the Institute of Inter- members will present a "Symposium on
national Education's annual conference the Visual Blake."
in washington, D.C.
The Institute i s a non-profit organization, the l argest of its kind in the
u.s., which admillister s such programs
Prof. Jose Ferrater Mora will shCNI
as the Fulbright foreign study fellowship.
three of his own free-lance movies
The themes of the conference were the
tonight at 8 p.m . in Erdman dining
world-wide problems of food, the urban
room. The films are entitled, 11 Un
crisis, the population explosion and the
edited New York," 11 The Xmas Spiri~"
creative potential of international educaand "Vignettes Number Two.'' Spicy
tion.
refreshments will be served. The
Former vice-president Humphrey, senshowing is sponsored by Arts CouncU,
ators Fulbright and Javit s , Daniel
Patrick Moynihan, Yale president Killgman
Brewster and Mason Gross, president of
Rutgers University, were among the better-known speakers.
Mrs. Marshall found the address of
(Continue d from page 1)
Frank Williams, director of Columbia' s
system, academic ru1es, the calendar aoo
center of Urban s tudies, especially e xciting. Williams, who wa s ambass ador an advising system will be prominent on
to Ghana and then to the U. N., s poke of the curriculum committee agenda.
Miss Rowe is also interested In prethe academic community' s responsibility ill
senting and working on new issues
the urban crisis, and "mapped out a dramatic kind of university le adership." such as the abolition or modlf1cat!oo of
Mrs. Marshall is anxious to have Williams , senior comps, the size of freshman classes,
a Lillcoln University graduate, speak at and illcreased academic cooperat!oo with
Haverford: "One of my biggest concerns
Bryn Mawr.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, P r esident is freshman stuck In big classes with
Nixon's special assistant on urban affairs, no discussion groups and little contact
also spoke on the problems of the cities. with the professors.'
The option of majoring at Haverford beMrs. Marshall said he was "very .c reative,
skilled at not oversimplifyillg for a lay cause of a preference for the approach
as well as when the major is not offered
audience."
A "famous, controversial'' figure at at Bryn Mawr is a key factor In MisS
the conference was Monseigneur Illich, Rowe's program for cooperation with
a native Hungarian raised in Brooklyn. Haverford. This is part of her general
Illich is associated with a training center desire to make academics at Bryn Mawr
ill cuernavaca, Mexico, where people who more satisfyillg. ' 'A lot of unrest stems
want to work for reform in Latin America from academics, not the social situation:
undergo a "sort of shock treatment, an if students were s atisfied with and en·
immersion ill the rigors of Latin American thusiastic
about
their work, theY
life," an introduction to different values wouldn't have to escape every night."
which makes them better able to cope with Miss Rowe asserted that curriculum com·
mittee "can be the most powerful
the area's problems.
Illich is now under a papal ban for his organization on campus and can get the
radical views on the role of the Church ill most done."
''I think the most important thing Is
modern society.
Mrs. Marshall was invited to attend to keep students inter ested in BMC," said
the conference because she has served Undergrad President Pat Rosenfield. ''The
on regional and national Fulbright selec- main goal is really to get as many stu·
tion committees for five yeare.
dents involved in things as possible.''
She sees a need to " make the atmosphere
one of positive action" and to "have the
campus involved in one thing, like raising
money for a s tudent union ••• I'm going to
The following is the tentative agenda
try to make s ure the Big Six are reallY
for the Haverford College Students' Asinvolved and will work together with Under·
sociation Hall Representative Council
grad."
meetillg scheduled for Sunday, March
Miss Rosenfield wants to "use the Under·
9 in Chase 3 at 7 p.m.:
grad reps much more than they have
1) Colloquia - presentation by John
been used this year , '' following a pattern
Ottenberg;
similar to the function of hall representa·
2) Customs committee-presentation by
tives of curriculum committee, which
Joel Cook for co-chairmen Jeff Allen,
was chaired by Miss Rosenfield during the
Marc Inver, and Steve Meltzer;
past year.
3) Community committee reports;
She wants Undergrad to r evamp Fresh·
4) Task force committee reports;
man Week, seeing it as " the first
5) Honor System Council- presentation
thing we'll work on, right after spring
by Steve Kaufman;
vacation."
6) · Coeducation and dorm exchange;
Elections for minor aU-campus otftces
7) Orchestra - a request by Prof.
opened this morning and will continue until
William Reese that the orchestra be put
Monday night. Class officer s will be elect·
under the direction of the music departed from Tuesday, March 11, until FridaY,
ment.
March 14.

r

Conference on Education
Covers World's Problems

Driskell, Fisk Artist,
To Lecture at H'ford
On Afro-American Art
Prof. David Driskell, chairman ofthedepartment of art at Fisk University, will
speak next week on African and Afro ·American art under the auspices ofthe Haverford fine arts department.
Driskell will give a slide lecture on AfroAmerican art Wednesday, March 12, at 8:15
p.m. in Stokes auditorium, Thursday hewill
lecture on African sculpture at 1 p.m.
in Chase 8. Then he will meet informally
with students for discussion with refresh ments in Yarnall Art Center at 8:30 p.m.
Driskell has a distinguished history as
an artist and commentator. He has exhibited
his works throughout the world, in such
places as the National Museum and the White
House. Among his publications are six volumes of the Afro-American Series published
by · Fisk University, He is member of the
Board of Trustees of the American Federation of the Arts and of the board of
advisors of the Museum of African Art
and Frederick Douglass Institute of Negro
Arts and History.
·
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The Haverford-Bryn Mawr Black Student
League will present The Original Slaves iii
a benefit concert for the Gate Library in
Ardmore Saturday, March 15, at 8 p.m. in
Roberts.
The Original Slaves sing spirituals as
their forefathers meant them. They explain, ''Spirituals are uniquely and exclusively a Black experience. From the pain
of whip-stung backs, grueling work from
day-clean to first-dark, from being suddenly
shot in the fields, lynched, mutilated, mistreated so terribly that records of this
cruelty . were burned to prevent discovery;
from th1s , a song was born!
''Just as the bards of old sang throughout the countryside about contemporary
events and reactions to what was occurring, so did our fathers sing of the realities of slavery and their plans and de sires for an immediate end to the murderous system. However. because thev
were aware of 'Massa's inevitably violent
reaction to songs of truth,' our fathers
camo.!lfl.aged the meaning ill •acceptable'
words. Over the years it became popularly
thought that the slaves sought death as the
only recourse to endillg their miserable existence. Today, we acknowledge our fathers'
legacy of truth. We try to be the origillal
Slaves."
In addition to appearing at colleges,
cabarats and Resurrection City, washington, D.C., the Original Slaves have appeared on television on the ETV program "New Mood, New Breed" and have
scheduled future televisivn performances.
Proceeds from the performancewillgoto
the Gate Library in Ardmore. The Gate
Library contains a collection ofbooks dealing with African American history and literature. The word GATE is an, acronym
for Get Ahead Through Education. The
library is open to the public.
Admission is $1.50 for adults and $. 75 David C. Driskell of Fisk University will visit
for students. Tickets may be purchased Haverford this week to lecture on African
from members of the Black Student League. and Afro-American art.

Ferrater Mora Films

BMC Elections

H'ford Council Agenda

